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I. Introduction
In recent years, economists have tried to explain various empirical
regularities by solving stochastic equilibrium models which explicitly
use the assumption that economic agents dynamically optimize under
uncertainty. When the problem is formulated in such a way that economic
agents are assume to maximize a quadratic objective function subject to
linear constraints, linear optimal decision rules can be derived and a
complete characterization of the equilibrium solution path (in the form
of linear difference equations} is possible. In addition, the problem
can be separated into a forecasting and a non-stochastic optimization
problem by the certainty equivalence principle (Sargent (1979), Hansen
and Sargent (1982)).
For models which are not linear-quadratic, the certainty
equivalence principle doesn't apply and a computationally practical
method for finding closed form solution paths is rarely available.' One
way to handle this problem is the quadratic approximation method proposed
by Kydland and Prescott (1982). They suggest approximation of. the non-
quadratic^ o_bjective_ function by a quadratic function in the neighborhood,
of the model's steady state. The equilibrium decision rules and solution
paths for the approximate economy can then be derived and the certainty
equivalence principle can be used, but at the cost of approximation
errors. A second approach, suggested by Labadie (1984) and Sargent
(1984), uses successive approximations of the stochastic Euler equations
based on a contraction napping theorem. A final procedure, called the
"backwards mapping method," has been proposed by Movales (1983) and Sims
(1985) . They suggest taking a symmetric viev of controlled variables and
forcing variables so that an arbitrary stochastic process for controlled
variables implies a corresponding stochastic process for the uncontrolled
variables. This method generates mutually consistent processes for the
exogenous disturbances and choice variables without any need for
approximation (for examples, see Ingrain (1986) and Lee (1986)).
Using one of these methods of solving stochastic equilibrium
models, we can generate complete solution paths to the model through
appropriate simulations. However, these simulated solution paths to the
model depend on a set of parameters form the model whose value is
unknown. To generate a solution path, values must be assigned to the
parameters in some way. Ideally, this would be accomplished through
estimation of the parameters using observed data. In many instances, the
estimation procedure has been reduced to a naive grid search on the
parameter space which is restricted on either theoretical or empirical
grounds. In fact, the treatment of the estimation of the parameters of
the complete stochastic equilibrium model has not been systematic, and
the need for a formal econometric treatment has been mentioned often
{Kydland and .Prescott. .(1982), Labadie (1984) ). _
It is well known that the generalized method of moments procedure
can be used to estimate nonlinear rational expectations models without
explicitly solving-for the full stochastic equilibrium (Hansen (1982),
Kansen and Singleton (1982)).. The GKM procedure is convenient in that it
requires neither a complete, explicit representation of the eccnor.ic
environment nor a complete system of equations generating the data.
However, the GMM procedure may not be available in some cases.^ In
addition, we may want to use the complete structure of the model to make
forecasts or to organize a broad range of dynamics of the model in a way
which allows us to compare the fit of our model to another model. Unlike
GMM, the approach suggested in this paper also allows the researcher to
choose the aspects of the model which he would like to emphasize in the
estimation. In other words, we would like the model we develop to mimic
empirical regularities quantitatively, and we want to treat goodness of
fit of the model in a more rigorous, systematic fashion.
The purpose of this paper is to propose an econometric estimation
strategy which uses the complete representation of a stochastic
equilibrium model and allows us to test whether the underlying theory is
quantitatively consistent with regularities observed in some data set.
Recently, McFadden (1986) and Pakes and Pollard (1986) have proposed
similar simulation estimators, mainly for use in the discrete response
problem. While these authors do not allow serial correlation in the data
set, the estimator by simulation in this paper implicitly permits the
__dist_urbance _ter2?.s to be serially correlated. The criterion functions in
these papers are, however, more general in that each allows-for a certain
degree of discontinuity, we require that the derivative of the function
be continuous in the mean (or supercontinuous) for the proof of the
asymptotic normality of the estimator. This assumption is stronger than
the assumptions made in either McFadden or Pakes and Pollard.
^ Labadie (1984) found that the GMM procedure could not be used
since it was difficult to construct a disturbance term that was
convenient for sccnometric estiaaticn. Instead, she used a variation cf
the method cf ciniEuir. distance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
estimation by simulation and establishes the asymptotic normality of the
estimator. Section 3 outlines a chi-square test of the model and Section
4 concludes the paper.
Section 2. Consistency and Asymptotic Normality
Suppose we have a fully specified, stochastic general equilibrium
model which generates an jn x 1 vector of simulated series, yj (p),
j=l,,..,N from an J X 1 parameter vector p. P contains the underlying
parameters of the model defining tastes, technology, etc., and may also
contain parameters of auxiliary equations added to the model or
parameters used in obtaining the simulated solution path. Under the null
hypothesis, the model is a true description of some economic phenomenon,
so that yj (P) is assumed to have a counterpart in an observed data set,
denoted xi, t=l,...,T.2 xt is,also an in x 1 vector. Heuristically, the
proposed simulation estimator of p is obtained by equating moments of the
simulated series, yj (p), to moments of the observed data series, xt.
Let
^ _ 1 T
Kt (x) = i h (xi)
T 1=1^
1 N
Hn(y(p)) = I hiys (P)}
N j=l
That is, Kt(x) is an 5 x 1 vector of statistics calculated, using the
real data, as a time average of some function of rhe observations, and
2 Note that we have not excluded the possibility that the general
equilibrium model generates series which are unobservabis in the real
world, yj {b) is assumed to contain only observable series.
HN(y(p)) is a corresponding vector of statistics calculated, using the
simulated data, from the model. The simulation estimator, "^tk, can then
be defined as follows.
Definition. Given a random, symmetric, s x s weighting matrix Vt of rank
at least J, ^tn is chosen to solve the following:
Min [Ht(x) - HN(y([i))]'VT[HT(x) - HN(y(M)]
We will fix a real number n=N/T>l and define gt (p) such that^:
IT IT ' 1 T-n
Gt (p) = - I gt (p) = - I h(xi) I h(yj(p))
. T t=l T t=l , T-n j=l
1 T r : 1 m
= - r h(xt) - - I h(yj (P))
T t=l I n j=no
where no - [1 + (t-l)n], ni = [nt] and [m] represents the smallest
integer less than or equal to m. Essentially, we are requiring that the
length of the simulated series be longer than the length of the observed
data series, and that as T-^ », N also increases so that K/T stays fixed
at n. As will be shown below, the larger that n is chosen, the smaller
-is-the asymptotic covar-iance matrix for-the estimator. - -
The consistency of the simulation estimator can be shown in
several ways.' Wooldridge and White (1985) give very general conditions
under' which an optimisation•estimator such as that examined here is
consistent. However, in practice, their conditions are difficult to
veriry. Hansen (1982) provides a set of assumptions similar to those
^ Ii n is an integer, then gt (p) = ht (x) - (1/n) I h(yk.t(p)), where
simulations may be indexed by ihe pair (}:,t), h = l,...,n and t=l,...,T.
used to show the consistency of nonlinear instrumental variables
estimators. Ve repeat Hansen'ls theorem 2.1 here.
Theorem Suppose the following:
Cl. xt and yj (P) are independent, and are stationary, ergodic
processes.
C2. is,a) is a separable metric space, where e S and S is a compact
subset of .
C3. h(yj(p)) is Borel measurable for each p t S and continuous on S
for each y in R®. h(xt} is continuous for each x in R°.
C4. h{yj(p)) is continuous in the mean at po. That is,
lim E [sup { I h{yj (Po)) - h(yj (p)) | : po,pi eS,|Po-pi|<5}=0
5^0
C5. E(gt(p)) exists and is finite for all P £ S and E{gt(Po)) = 0,
C6. Vt'^V almost surely.
A
Then if gt (p) has a unique zei^p at po, the simulation estimator Ptn
exists and converges almost surely to po.
The following assumptions are sufficient to guarante'e the
asymptotic normality of the simulation estimator;
Nl. Xt and yj (p) are independent, and are staHonary, ergodic processes.
«2. S is an open subset of R'; that contains po.
N3. h'(xt), h{yj(p)) and dh (yji (P))/dP are Borel measurable for each p £ S
and dh(yj {p))/dp is continuous^ on S for each yj (p) z R®.
N4. dh(yj(p))/dp is continuous in the mean at po. That is,
dh (yj (po)) dh (yj (p)}
lim E [sup { I - I : po . pi iS, | po-pi | <5 j=0
o^O dp dp
N5. E[dh (vj (po))/dp] = B exists, is finite and has full rani:.
N6. 2[gtgi'] exists and is finiie,
E[gt |gt-if...] converges in mean square to zero, and
T
I E[vivi is finite,
i=0 '
where vi = E[gt |gt-i ,...] - E[gt |gt - i-i ,gi-i-2 ,..
N7. > po in probability as T-^».
N8. Wt —* W in probability as T—
N1 ensures that time averages of functions of these series will
converge to the corresponding population moments. For example, Ht(x)
will converge almost surely (as T increases to infinity) to E[h{x)] and
HK(y{p)) will converge almost surely (as N increases to infinity) to
E[h(y(Po))]., where Po is the 'true' parameter vector. Under the null
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hypothesis that the model we are simulating is a true description of the
real world, the population moments of h(x) and h(y([io)) will be equal so
that E[h(x)] = E[h(y(po))]. In addition, N1 guarantees that the
influence of the initial values assumed for the simulated series will
decrease as N gets large.'
N6 entails conditions which are sufficient to allow use of a
central limit theorem for stationary, ergodic martingale processes.
In N7 we are assuming either that C1 - Co are satisfied, or that
consistency of the estimator has been shown in sorr.e ether fashion.
Following methods outline'd in Hansen (19S2) we can prove:
Proposition 1. Given N1 - N8,
{vi :i ^ 01 is a martingale difference sequence.
^ This is important becausie, as pointed out by an Associate Editor,
ihe simulation of a rsacroeconomic model involves choosing initial values
lor endogenous state variables.' Under Al, the distribution of the
estimator viH not be affected bv this choice.
VT (^TN - &o) N(0,' (aB)-i a Sg a' (aB)-i') as T-
where B is defined as above, a=B'V and So = Cov{Ht{x) -
Proof (Sketch): After substitution of Gt(M» the simulation estimator is
chosen to solve:
Min [Gt (P)3 'Wt ' [Gt (Ml
P
Define the i x s matrix ai = DGt {[i) *Vt where DGt (p) is the Jacobian
matrix of Gt. The first order! condition for a solution to this
minimization problem may be written:
aiGr (Ptn ) = 0
Under N2 - N4, we may expand this quantity in a Taylor's series:
aTGT((iTK) = 0 = atGidio) + aiBN (P) (Ptk - po)
or,
/T (Ptn - Po) = -:/T {aTBN{M)-^aTGT(Po)
I
where the i^*> row of Bn (p) is dhMyj (Fi))/^P Pi on the line
^ U.S.
between Po and Ptk for i = l,.,. .,s. By N7, PtkPo which implies that
pi —»• Po , i=l, ... ,s as T Hence, under Kl, N4 and N7, Bs (p) B,
where B is' defined as in K5.
Define: " ' — " ' " - --
Rx (i) =S[rh{xt) - E{hi(xi}) ] [h {xi-1)-E (h (xt-1)) 3 '}
Ry (i) = El [h(yt (Po))-E:(h (yt (po))] [h(yt-i (Po))-E (h (yi - i (Po)) ] ' )
GO eo
S - X Rx (i) (= I Ry(i) under the null hypothesis)
Given Nl, N5, N6, N7 and K8,
/T [Ht(x) - E(h(xt))] A N(0.,S)
£
/K [K>;(y(po)) - E(h(y(po)))3-^ N(0,S)
-Hence,
/t (?tn - po)N(0, (afij-iad + (l/n))S a'(aB)-i'). Q.E.D.
Given the definition of a?, N8'requires that Vt be chosen so that it
converges in probability to an 5 x 5 matrix, W, of rank at least J.
Hansen (1982) shows (in theorem 3.2) that the optimal choice for V (the
choice which yields the smallest asymptotic covariance matrix for the
estimator) is W= [(1 + l/n)S]-i. In that case, .
/T (Ptn - Po)N(0, [B(l + l/n)-iS-MB')]-M
An examination of the covariance matrix of the estimator reveals
why N is chosen to be larger tlian T. The randomness in the estimator is
derived from two sources: the randomness in the simulation and the
randomness in the real data. As n=N/T gets large, the importance of the
randomness in the simulation to the covariance matrix of the estimator
declines. That is, choosing N :to be much larger than T allows for a
reduction in the variance of the estimator. From a practical standpoint,
one may be able to neglect the Irandomness in the simulation and to use
only the real data in deriving 'a consistent estimator of Sg.
One final issue which nee'ds to be mentioned is whether the random
errors for the simulated series; should be redrawn at every iteration in
the minimization of the criterion function. In other words, the
algorithm which is implemented to solve the minimization problem will
search over various values for calculating yj (p) each time. Ve assume
that the random errors used to calculate yj (&) are held fixed throughout
this routine. Hence, the estimator is the value of 3 which minimizes the
criterion function for a given random d.raw. Allowing for new draws at
every iteration in the minimization algorithm would violate our
assumptions concerning continuity of the objective function.^
Section 3. A Chi-Square Test
The estimation procedure' in the previous section sets 1 linear
r
combinations of the s statistics [Ht(x) - HN(y(P))] equal to zero
asymptotically by using the random weighting matrices ai. These can be
used to obtain a test statistic for the goodness of fit of the model
under consideration since T times the minimized value of the criterion
function:
[Ht{x) - HK(y(P))]'WT[HT{x) - HN(y(p))]
given an optimal choice of Wt can be shown to be asymptotically
distributed as a chi-^square random variable with s-l degrees of freedom,
Proposition 2. Given N1 - N7 and setting ar = B'Wt,
T [Ht{x) - HN{y(PTN))]'VT [Ht{x) - Hn (y(^TN))]-^ ^ (5-i)
where Vt is a consistent estimator of ¥.
Proof.
Recall from the previous proof:
Gt (^TN ) = Gt (Po ) + Bk (P) (pTK - [io ) .
Substitute [iiN - (io = - (etHn (P)!)~^ a?Gt ([5^ ) and multiply byjT:
/T Gjitis) = [I - Bn (pXaiBK (3))-^aT3 /T Gt i^o)
Given our assumptions, we know 'that:
CN(p/—^ B
p
ai a
S'
Gt C^o) N(0,Vt-M
/T Gt (&tk)—^N(0, [I - B(aB)-J ) a] [I - B(aB)-ia]')
^ Note that allowing the randoin errors to be redrawn would also
violate the weaker continuity assumptions found in McFadden and Pakes ani
Pollard.
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It can be shown that this latter covariance matrix is singular with rank
s~l.
p
Now choose Ct'WtCt = I (i.e., Vt'^ = CtCt') such that CtC and C
is nonsingular. Then
/T Ct-1 Gt(Ptn)-^ N(0,I - ')
Since this covariance is idempotent and has rank 5-J,
T Gt(^TN)* Vt Gt(Ptn) a®{5-J). Q.E.D.
Section 4. Concluding Remarks.
In recent years, various methods have been proposed and implemented
to provide complete solution paths to a fully specified stochastic
equilibrium model, the aim of which is to explain certain empirical
regularities. However, the literature has been lacking a formal
econometric treatment of the estimation of the parameters of these
models. This paper is an attempt to address this need.
The simulation estimator was shown to have an asymptotically normal
distribution under fairly general conditions; a goodness of fit test was
also derived. Given the inexpensive and powerful nature of estimation by
simulation as a solution procedure, the fact that it may also be used as
an estimation procedure widens its applicability to economic problems.
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